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CBAP!'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Listeners form many of their ideas about a person based 
on the adequacy of his speech or by his ability to colDllUDicate. 
Since, according to Anderson (1953) and Powers (1911), the 
varioU8 types of articulatory disorders account for about 75 to 
8o per cent of the total speech defects found among the public 
school children, defective articulation is likely to be that 
feature of speech which is di•tracting to the listener and causes 
him to react negatively. One of the •jor goals of therapy is to 
reduce a.s quickly and aa efficiently as possible these deviations 
which are distracting to the listener. Several features of 
defective articulation affect the listener's reactions. One 
which might reasonably be supposed to relate to listener reaction 
is the number of speech sounds misarticulated. Perrin (1954) found 
a high correlation between number of articulation errors and listener 
judgments of severity of articulatory detect. Ordinarily, the more 
sounds a person has trouble with the more severe his general speech 
handicap is considered to be. However, ve cannot overlook the fact 
that some consonant sounds occur much more frequently in the language 
than do others. A person who cannot produce a frequently-occurring 
speech sound is more socially disabled than if he could not produce 
a speech sound of infrequent occurrence. Wood (1�9) utilized this 
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theory vhen he developed a method tor quantifying social adequacy 
of connected speech by frequency weighting. Wright (1954) sought 
a more refined method for obtaining quantative mea.sures ot detec­
tive articulation than counting number of errors. Recognizing 
that articulatio� errors vary in degree of defectiveness as well 
as in type, he employed a seven-point scale describing the type 
of error. To 8Wlll8.rize, defectiTe articulation may be characterized 
by various types of errors, such aa omissions, substitutions, or 
distortions. The defective sound may occur frequently, or it may 
occur infrequently. The number of defective sounda may be many, or 
it may be only a few. The 11e>st valid clinical tool for analyzing 
articulatory beharlor, then, 111WSt take into consideration aa many of 
these characteristics as possible. 
When assessing the articulation skills of a child, the speech 
pathologist baa a variety of single-word articulation tests from 
which to choose. However, the validity of these tests to predict 
the impact on their listeners of the articulato1"7 characteristics 
of children's connected speech through scores baaed on amall samples 
of highly structured speech is questionable. 
Research by Danilo!! and Holl (1968), Faircloth and Faircloth 
(1969), and Amerman, Daniloff, and Koll (1970) on the effects of 
coarticulation baa shown that the production of speech sounds in 
single words is more intelligible than the production of the same 
words in connected speech. 
Since converaation is the moat demanding level of speech 
production, sounda should alao be evaluated at this level. 
Goldman and Fristoe (1969) have attempted to assess convereational 
speech in their Sounda-in-Sentencee Subtest. One difficulty en­
countered here is the problem of eliciting spontaneous speech 
while controlling the content. The examiner must be able to evoke 
the sound.a he wishes to exa•ine. 
Sentence articulation teats have been developed to provide 
a more systematic aeans ot assessing speech sound production at a 
complex level which is sillilar to conversational speech. One of 
these teats was developed by Templin and Darley (1969) and another 
by Fisher and Logemann (lm). 'l'he selection of etillulus words 
which appear on both these teats vaa baaed on their familiarity to 
children. Familiarity was determined by the appearance of these 
words on baaic reading and oral lists of children. However, re­
search which bas been done since these teats were developed suggests 
another factor which might be important in the selection of test 
stimuli. Griffith and Miner (1973), using the first 1000 words of 
the Thorndike-Lorge 10,000 moat frequently occuring words, found 
that phonetic contexts raJJk order themselves according to frequency 
of occurrence. Two identical studies were done by Dorn (1973) and 
Schneider (1973). They analyzed the Thorndike-Lorge third and 
f ourtb grade list of the moat frequently occurring words for /r/ and 
/s/, /1/, respectively. Since some phonetic contexts occur more fre­
quently than others, it would seea important to consider phonetic 
context in the selection of stimulus items on articulation tests. 
The purpose of this study vaa to determine the relationship 
between scores obta.ined from a sentence articulation inventory (SAI), 
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which controls for sentence length, frequency of occurrence of words, 
and phonetic context, to scores obtained from single-word articula­
tion tests and listener judgments. Stated aJS a research hypothesis: 
Scores obtained from a sentence articulation inventory are more 
repreeentati•• of a person's conversational speech and correlate 
more highly with listener judgments of connected speech than scores 
obtained from single-word articulation tests. The following questions 
were posed at the outset of this investigation: 
1. Can observer• reliably rate the severity of mie­
articulations in the connected speech of subjects? 
2. What is the relationship between the scores obtained 
from the single-word articulation teats and the 
ratings of listeners made from tapes of the subjects' 
connected speech? 
3. What is the relationehip between the scores obtained 
from the sentence articulation inventory, the 
ratings of listeners made from tapes of the subjects' 
connected speech, and the scores obtained from single­
word articulation teats? 
4. What is the relationship between the scores obtained 
from the sentence articulation inYentory and the ratings 
of listeners ma.de from tapes of the subjects• connected 
speech? 
5. What is the relationship betveen scores obtained from 
the sentence articulation inventory and the scores ob­
tained from the single-word articulation tests? 
CBAPl'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Traditionally, the speech of person.a with defective articulation 
has been analyzed through the uae of single-word articulation tests 
which claim to teat the production of speech sounds in the initial, 
medial and final positions in vorda and in blends. Stetson (1957), 
however, pointed out that there are no bases in the physiology of 
connected speech for such terms as initial, medial and final sowads. 
His investigations revealed that connected speech consists of series 
of syllables and that con.sonant sounds act to release or arrest 
these syllables. This � mean that single-word articulation tests, 
which test the production of speech sounds in the initial, medial, 
and final positions in words and blends, are not valid indications 
o! the person's connected speech since sounds do not exist in these 
positions in connected speech. It also seems to indicate that an 
analysis o! connected speech might proTide a more accurate e'9'8luation 
of the adequacy of the person's speech for COlllllUllicative purposes. 
The validity of single-word articulation tests for indicating the 
production of sounds in connected speech was also challenged by 
Templin (194?). She recognized that a person may be able satisfactorily 
to produce given sound elements in single words but be unable to main­
tain this degree of articulatory competence in rapidly moving speech. 
Other weaknesses in single-word articulation tests have been recognized 
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and attempts have been made to i11prove them. Some of these will be 
discussed. 
Counting the errors made on an articulation test, which is the 
most common method of measuring the ability of articulatory behaviors, 
is another possible weakness of the single-word articulation test. 
Counting sound errors gives a rough numerical indication of defectiveness, 
however, the sounds in the English language do not occur with the 
same frequency. Inability to produce sounds which appear very seldom 
cannot be considered as severe a problem as inability to produce more 
frequently U8ed sounds. The degree to which a sound-error is dis­
tracting may be related to the frequency of occurrence of that sound 
in the English language. Thie factor was taken into consideration by 
Wood (1949) when he atte11pted to quantify the social adequacy of con­
nected speech by devising an articulation index in which each consonant 
was weighted by prorating the values of Travis's (1949) table of the 
frequency of occurrence of consonant sounds in the speech of American 
children into the initial, medial, and final positions in words. The 
numerical value of the sounds correctly produced were added together to 
obtain a quantitative description of the o�ild's ability to articulate 
sounds correctly. Research has now been done in the area of phonetic 
context by Griffith and Miner (1971), Dorn (1973), and Schneider (1973). 
Using the Thorndike-Lorge Word liata of the most frequently occurring 
words, they !ound that particular sounds do indeed occur more frequently 
than other sounds. The phonetic contexts with which these sounds occur 
haTe also been determined. 
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Wood's method of quantif1ing the social adequacy of connected 
speech by weighting the various consonant sounds according to their 
position in the word was a atep in the right direction. However, 
Henrickson (1948) critized Wood's equal prorating by showing that 
consonants did not appear equally in all positions. Another error 
in the conatruction of Wood's Articulation Index is that he included 
only consonants. If a score is to accurately represent speech 
adequacy, it 11t1St include all speech sounds. Barker (1960) did this 
by deTising a method to compute an Articulation Score baeed on the 
relative frequency of all speech sounds. She found the Articulation 
Score to be related to social adequacy of speech. 
Another attempt was •de b;r Wright (1954) to develop a method 
of analyzing defective articulation. Be recognized that speech sound-
errors probably vary in their relative degrees of distractability to 
the listener. The llisarticulations of one speaker may not be as dis­
tracting to the listener as the llisarticulations of another speaker. 
Wright devised a method for scaling the magnitude of speech sound-
errors by aaaigning numbers according to the type of error; on!t repre­
senting a correctl1 articulated so\Uld; two th.rough five, progressive 
- -
amounts of distortion of the sound; �' a substitution; and seven, 
an omission. The rationale for this scale is based in part on the 
finding of Roe and Milisen (1942) that, in general, as articulation 
skills develop, sounds are likely to be first omitted, then distorted, 
and finally produced correctly. From this order of development, Wright 
assumed that, in general, listeners will be distracted more by omissions 
than by substitutions, and more by substitutions than distortions. 
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Alcorn (1971), in his study to determine the comparisons or articula­
tion severity ratings o! /s/ and /r/ by lower-, aiddle-, and upper­
socioeconOllic groups, found that a frontal lisp va.a more accepted 
by the obeener than a lateral lisp, and a lateral lisp more than a 
distorted /r/. According to this then, there appears to be degrees 
of acceptability of articulation errors within a class itself. In this 
study by Alcorn, for example, all errors were in the class of dis­
tortions, but one distortion va.a more acceptable than another distortion. 
Within the past ten years an interest has developed in coarticulation 
and the effects of ooarticulation on the production of adjacent speech 
sounde. Speech articulators han been found not to function individually 
and independently. Research by Duiloff and Moll (1968) showed that 
coarticulation of lip protruaion extende over as 11any as four consonants 
in a sequence preceding the rounded vowel /u/. In addition, syllable 
and word boundaries do not appear to affect the starting of protrusion. 
Amerman, Daniloff, and Moll (1970), in a study of lip and jaw coarticu­
lation for /ae/, found jaw lowering to occur two phonemes preceding the 
vowel and, in ninety percent of the cases, found jaw movement to occur 
following the phoneme. Since coarticulation has been shown to affect 
the production of sounds occurring three or four sounde prior to or 
following a particular sound, it is possible that in conversational 
speech, these sounds which are affecting the production of a particu-
lar sound may not occur in the vord containing that sound but in words 
preceding or following it. Therefore, determining the adequacy of 
connected speech from vhat is heard in isolated word utterances may 
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not be a valid interpretation ot scores derived from single-word 
articulation tests. 
Faircloth and Faircloth (1960), in their analysis of the 
articulatory behavior of a speech-defective child in connected 
speech and in isolated-word responses, found large differen�es be­
tween words produced in connected speech and the aame words produced 
in isolation. Also, the reeponaes of isolated-words were consistently 
judged to be more intelligible than the eaae words when produced in 
connected speech. The results from this stud1 strongly suggest 
that an analysis of connected speech is a more appropriate mea.ne of 
describing a person's habitual articulato17 behaYior than single-word 
articulation testing. 
Although IW11 atte11pta haT• been made to improve the uaefulnesa 
of single-word articulatiOA teats, the preceding arguments would seem 
to support the need tor testing articulator"1 behaviors in connected 
speech. Some attempts haTe been ma4e to 4evelop sentence articulation 
tests. Templin and Darle1 developed a sentence form of their articu­
lation teat, using the teat words which appeared in their picture 
articulation teat. All but four of the stimulus words appear on the 
first grade level of the Rinal.and Basic Vocabulary. This list includes 
both oral and written words of children. The four stimulus words that 
do not appear on the Rinaland list at this level were felt by the author 
to be familiar to a 11ajorit1 of young children. 
The Fisher-LogellaJlll sentence form consists of fifteen sentences. 
Within these fifteen sentences were a total of 168 worda. After eliminating 
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proper nouns and repetitions. there were 118 words. Of theee 118 words, 
82 per cent were included in the Gates list of 2500 most common words in 
the reading vocabulary of Grade 2 .  Seventy-eight per cent were included 
in the first 1000 words of the Thorndike list. The remaining words 
were included in the !irat 12000 words of the Thorndike lists. 
Goldman and Fristoe !elt the formal methoda used previously for 
testing connected speech had been limited to direct imitatien of 
sentences and reading of prepared material, and that neither represented 
the type of spontaneous production of speech sounds that occurs in 
actual conversation. They devised a method of eliciting eonversational­
type speech which was also content-controlled. Their method consisted 
of two narrative stories which were read aloud by an examiner. The 
pictures which were used to illustrate the stories were to be used as 
memory aid.e as the subject retold the story. By using the pictures, 
aome control was pl.aced over context of the story. Although this test 
has the potential for assessing moat of the consonant sounds, it has 
been limited to those which are most likely to be defective. 
Some weaknesses in the construction of these three tests, the 
Templin-Darley sentence articulation test, the Fisher-Logemann sentence 
articulation test, and the Goldman-Fristoe Sounds-in-Sentences Subtest, 
are: phonetic context was not considered in the selection of the test 
stimuli and all speech sound.a are not teated. 
In swmaary of the literature rerlewedi 
1. Single-vord articulation tests are designed 
to teat the production of speech sounds in the 
ll 
initial• medial• and final positions in words and 
blend.a for which there is no bases in the physiology 
of connected speech. Rather, consonant sounds act to 
release or arrest syllables which comprise connected 
speech. 
2. Various conaonant s•unds and their phonetic contexts 
with vhich they exist haYe been found to occur more 
frequentl1 than others. If an articulation test 
score is to be representatiYe of conversational speech, 
the frequency of occurrence of consonant sound.a and 
the contexts in which the7 occur llU8t be taken into 
consideration. 
3. Types ot speech-sound errors, omissions, substitu­
tions, and distortions, 'Yar'1 in their relative 
degrees of distractibility to the listener. There 
are also degrees of acceptability of articulation 
errors within a cla!sa itself. These degrees of 
distraetibility/acceptability are important features 
in determining cOllllUJlicatiYe abilities. 
�. Coarticulation is a major factor influencing the 
production of speech sounds in connected epeech9 the 
effects ot which may extend up to four syllables pre­
ceding or following a particular sound. Coarticulation 
is not restricted by vord boundaries. This9 then, is 
another phenomenon ot speech which cauaes connected speech 
to be more difficult than single-vord utterances. 
CHAPrER III 
CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES, 
SELECTION OF SUBJECTS, 
PROCEDURF-1, AND 
EQUIPMENT 
Construction of the Sentence Articulation InTento!7 
Two Mts of sentences containing two of the most frequently 
lliearticulated phonemes, /r/ and /a/, were developed to determine 
if a sentence articulation inventory would be a more valid tool for 
assessing the adequacy of a person's conTeraational speech than 
single-word articulation teats. These two sounds were chosen since 
they are two of the moat frequently miaa.rticulated sounds and two 
of the four moat frequently occurring sounds (Travis, 1949). These 
sounda, /r/ and /a/, were teated in all phonetic contexts with which 
that sound has been found to occur in words contained in the 
Thorndike-Lorge list for grades one and two. Initial and final 
positions in both accented and unaccented syllables in words and 
in blends were tested. Information for phonetic context was based 
on data gathered from research done by Griffith and Miner (1971), 
Dorn (1973), and Schneider (1973). All teat words were taken from the 
Thorndike-Lorge list of the 1000 moat frequently occurring words, 
this being the level tor grad•• one and two. Sentence length was 
also a !actor controlled as retention could bias responses in longer 
sentences. To sWllllarize, the sentence articulation inTentory contain.a 
two sets ot sentence• to teat /r/ and /s/. Three factors which were 
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controlled were: sentence length, word frequency, and phonetic con­
text. A child's sentence articulation score was deriT•d by counting 
the number of correct reaponses. A screening fora of the sentence 
articulation inventory was ueed to obtain speech aa.mplee to be judged 
by listeners. The acreening sentences contain some of the contexts 
which occur for the /r/ and /s/ phone .. s. These contexts range from 
high to low frequency of occurrence. Theae contexts are shown in 
Table 1. 
Selection of Subject• 
Ten subjects were chosen randolll.7 from a group of children 
having been identified by a epeech pathologist as having articulation 
errors for /r/ or /s/. Five children were uaed who had articulation 
errors for /r/, and five were uaed who had articulation errors for /s/. 
Other variables which were controlled were age, intelligence, and 
hearing acuity. 
1. Age: All subjects were between the ages of 
ten and eleTen. Their birthdate was determined 
by referring to each child's permanent school 
record. 
2 .  Intelligence: In an attempt to get an °average" 
intellectual range ot subjects, students which 
Table 1.--Frequency of Occurrence o! Phonetic Contexte. 
for /r/ and /a/ in 
Hi 
I[J-tj 
F(1 ij 
F[rt) 
F(Ia] 
I (st] 
F(stJ 
Screening For11 of the SAI 
MoGerate 
I (roj 
F (ar] 
I (tr) 
I (sr.J 
I (str] 
Lo 
F [arr] 
F[rs] 
r(aua] 
I (s ae.J 
I(ma] 
F(nat] 
F(ks) 
have been or were presently enrolled in EMH 
or learning disability classes were excluded from 
this study. 
3. Hearing: All subjects were to have urmal 
hearing. A child was considered to have normal 
hearing it he had pused a hearing screening teat 
administered at 20 dB for the frequencies 250, 500, 
1000, 2000, and l+ooo Hz. 
it-. Prior Therapy: All subjects were to have had 
speech therapy prior to their participation in 
this study. 
!eating Procedure• 
Each subject was given nine ahgl.e-word articulation teats 
and the sentence articulation inventory. These nine single-word 
articulation teats incluclecl the fol1oving: !emplin-Darle1 Test of 
Articulation, Goldman-Fristoe Teat of Articulation, Fisber-Logell&DD 
Teat of Articulation Competenoe, DeTelopmental Teet of Articulation, 
McDonald Screening Deep Teat of Articulation, McDonald Deep Teat of 
Articulation, Br1ngl.eaon-Glaapy Teat of Articulation, Predictive 
Screening Teat of Articulation, and the Lara.don Articulation Scale. 
A 8allple of the child's connected speech waa alao obtained by recording 
hie speech while reading the screening fora of the sentence articulation 
inventory. The presentation of each of the abon was randollizecl for 
each subject to allow for any improvement or changes which llight occur 
in the child's articulator,. behavior aa a result of the testing. 
All the tests and the recording were completed within the same day 
for each subject. 
ReoordinS'! 
All recording8 were made in quiet conditions on a Rheem 
Caliphone 74-Tc Solid State tape recorder, serial. number 3016o1691, 
with a Shure Microphone. Scotch Magnetic tape, silicone lubricated 
1.5 mil. acetate backing waa used. Tape speed va.s set at 7.5 inches 
per second. Although studies by Morrison (1955) and Sherman and 
Morrison (1955) have found ten aeconda to be sufficiently long for 
listeners to reliably rate severity of articulation defectiYeneas, 
the length of the speech sample to be judged did not create as much 
concern as the content of the speech sample. Since severity is per­
ceived in part as a tunction of trequenc1 of occurrence ot the lllis­
articulated sound (Morrison, 1955), the speech aa.mple to be judged 
vas made by recording each subject's speech as he read the screening 
sentences which contained the phone.. for his lli.sarticulated sound, 
/r/ or /a/. The recordings were made with the subject approximately 
tvo to three feet from the microphone. '?he child waa facing the 
microphone and was speaking directly into it. Between each speech 
sample which the listeners were to judge was a space of seven seconds 
to allow the listeners to make decisions and mark the scale. 
Listeners 
Research has been done to examine the reliability o! observers 
to scale articulation eeverit1. Two of these studies will be reviewed 
l? 
aa a juatification for the use of observers in this study to scale 
the connected speech of the subjects. Perrin (1954), in a study done 
to investigate whether there was any difference in the ratings of 
severity given by trained and untrained judges to functional articu-
lation defects, found that trained and untrained observers do not 
differ significantly in their evaluations of the severity of functional 
articulation defects. Both groups agreed significantly in their 
rankings within their respective groups. However, the untrained observers 
were slightly more in agreement with themselves than were the trained 
observers. DeMuth (1960), in another study, found mothers, teachers, 
and speech pathologists able to reliably scale articulation severity. 
In this investigation, both trained and untrained listeners were used 
to rate each child's connected speech. The untrained judges were 
students enrolled in the Speech Pathology and Audiology 28oo class. 
This was the introductory clasa to speech pathology and audiology. 
The trained judges were advanced students in speech pathology with a 
minimum of 100 hours of clinical practicum, trained and experienced 
in the evaluation of articulation defects. The reliability of judges 
wais set at .95. As many listeners as was neceseary were uaed to 
obtain this level of agreement. It was estimated that a maximwn of 
twenty minutes would be required for the listeners to scale the 
recordings. Betore recording their evaluations ot each subject's 
speech, theae inatructiona were read to the judges: 
You are asked to judge a group of sentences which 
are read by children. You are to judge each group ot 
sentences read b1 each child in relation to a aeven­
point scale ot articulation defectiveness. Articulation 
defectiveness is defined as the degree to which the 
misarticulations interfere with the communication process. 
Make your judgments solely on articulation defectiveness, 
not on the basis of reading difficulty. 
The scale is one of equal intervals from one to 
seven, with one representing the lowest degree of articu­
lation defectiveness, and seven representing the highest 
degree. The interval four is the middle }>etween one and 
seven in degree with the other nwnbers following at 
equal distances along the scale. Do not attempt to 
place segments between any two of these seven points, but 
only at these points. 
After hearing the groups of sentences read by 
each child, you will record immediately the number of 
the scale position you think the aample should have. 
You will record your scale number on your answer sheet. 
Notice that you will start at the top of the column and 
work toward the bottom. 
Before you record any judgments, listen to the 
entire set of grouped sentences to acquaint yourself 
with the experimental task and to acquaint yourself with 
the range of samples with respect to the degree of 
articulation defectiveness, which you are asked to judge. 
After you have acq11ainted yourself with the task and 
the range, make a judgment on every sample. If you 
are somewhat doubtful, make a guess as to the most 
suitable scale position. Are there any questions? 
Ready 
• • •  
Scaling Method 
Each listener rated the severity of articulatory defectiveness 
on an equal-appearing interval scale, containing seven degrees of 
severity; number one representing the least defective articulation 
progressing to number seven representing the most defective articu-
lation. Each child's speech was rated immediately following its pre-
sentation. Justification for using equal-appearing intervals was based 
on data from a study done by Mo�ison (1955) in which ahe was 
attempting to find a method tor obtaining measures of articulatory 
defectiveness for short segemeta of continuous speech. She obtained 
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reliable scale values of severity when using the equa.1-appearing 
interval method. Similar results were found by Sherman and Morrison 
(1955). 
Examiner Reliability 
The examiner was the only person involved in the evaluation 
of the subjects' reaponaes as correct or incorrect on the articulation 
tests. Therefore, the reliability of the exa•iner to make these 
evaluationa had to be established. Interexaminer reliability was 
tested. Thia was tested before any of the testing tor research 
information was initiated. '?vo children, with articulation errors 
ot /r/ and /s/ and who were not ued in the re .. arch testing, were 
adainiatered the sentence articulation inventory. The subjects• 
reeponses were scored by the examiner and two other advanced students 
in speech pathology. A percentage of agreement in the scoring of 
the responses as right versus wrong vae deterained (Winitz, 1969). 
Interexaminer reliability was to be accepted if a percentage of 
agreement of 90 per cent was obtained. Examiners were found to 
agree on 93 per cent of their judgments for /r/ and on 95 per cent 
ot their judgments for /e/. 
Construct Validity 
The conatruct validity, or the meaning of the test, was also 
examined. The theory underlying the sentence articulation inventory 
waa that the scores obtained by an individual on the teat would be 
an indication of how that individual's speech would be judged by his 
listeners. To establish construct validity, a comparison waa made 
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between the sentence articulation inventory scores and the listener 
judgments. If a high correlation was found, .90, the sentence 
articulation inventory would be considered to be a valid test. 
Analysis of Data 
Aa stated earlier, the purpose of this paper waa to determine 
the relationship between scores obtained from a sentence articulation 
inventory to aooree obtained from single-word articulation tests and 
listener judgments. To determine the association of all measures used 
in this inYestigation, the scores obtained trom the listener judgments, 
from the nine articulation testa stated earlier, and from the sentence 
articulation inventory were placed in rank order. The Kendall 
Coefficient of Concordance,w, which ia applicable when data are in 
rank form and there are more than tvo sets of such data, was used 
(Downie & Heath, 1970). This tells the OYerall degree of association 
between the ranks. If there were no association whatever between the 
rater groups, and a rank-order coefficient of correlation were com­
puted between the ranks, it would be near zero. On the other hand, if 
there is agreement, the coefficient would be significantly different 
from zero. The coefficient of concordance, W, expresses the average 
agreement, on a scale of .oo to 1.00, between ranks. The desired 
Kendall W was set at .Bo. If a coefficient of concordance of .Bo or 
greater was obtained, then the raJlks from the scores obtained from 
the various teats and the listener judgments would be considered to 
have a high overall degree of relatiouhip. On the other hand, if the 
coefficient o! concordance was lees than .Bo, the OTerall degree of 
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relationahip was coneidered to be low. If this wae the ease, it wae 
the intereat of this study to determine the relatioruship of a:ay pairs 
of tests and especially the teat(s) which most closely related to the 
listener judgments. The Kendall Tau correlation coefficient would be 
used in this comparison. For this study sixty-six, 
(n) �n-l) , Kendall 
tau's would be determined for each of the two defective groups, /r/ 
and /s/. In determining the relationehip of any two measures, Kendall 
Tau was set at .Bo. 
CHAPrER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Articulation scores were obtained for five /r/ and five /s/ 
articulation defective children, and a &a11ple of each child's 
speech was reoorded. Two groups of listeners, trained and untrained, 
were chosen to scale the children's speech on a seven-point scale 
of articulation defectiveness. All teat scores and listener evalua-
tioas were placed in.rank-order for aeana of comparison. In order 
to meaningfully interpret these ranks in answer to the questions 
posed at the outset of this investigation, statistical measures 
were applied. In thi• chapter, atatiatical aJLaJ.1aes are reported 
and discuaeecl. 
1. Can observers reliably rate the severity 
of misarticulationa in the connected speech 
of subjects? 
Two groups ot obaeners, one trained., the other untrained, were 
chosen to evaluate the connected speech of children according to a 
seven-point scale of articulation defectiveness. The children's 
connected speech was obtained br having each subject read the screen-
ing form of the Sentence Articulation Inventory appropriate tor his 
defective sound. Length of the connected speech to be evaluated was 
not limited u it was felt control for occurrence of the defective 
sound was more important. The group of trained judges consisted of 
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graduate students in speech pathology. The group of untrained 
judges, on the other hand, vas co11pOeed of college students who 
had had no prior experience in evaluating articulation clefectivenese. 
By U8ing ten trained judges, the reliability of their evaluations 
was found to be .96. Reliability vaa deterllined by using the intra-
class correlation coefficient tor aYerages. However, it vaa necessary 
to use more untrained than trained judges to obtain the level of 
reliability desired at the outset of this investigation (.95). With 
forty-three untrained judges, the reliability was found to be .98. 
According to this study, observers can reliably rate the severity of 
articulation defectiveness in connected speech. It should be noted, 
however, that the nuaber of trained judges was smaller than the 
number of untrained judges. There vere ten judges in the trained 
group as compared to forty-three in the untrained group. Thia would 
seem to indicate that the trained listeners were more consistent 
in their judgments than the untrained judges. These findings are 
not conaistent with those obtained in other studies. Alcorn (1971) 
found the evaluations of defective speech to be more reliable when 
using mothers and teachers as judges than when U8ing speech 
pathology majors. 
2 .  What ia the relationship between the scores 
obtained from the •ingle-word articulation 
tests and the ratings of listeners made from 
tapes of the subject•' connected speech? 
To determine the relationship between eoores obtained from the 
single-word articulation tests and the ratings of listeners made from 
tapes of the subjects• connected speech, all raw acorea vere placed 
in rank order within its defectiYe group. For example, the raw 
scores for those subjects ha•ing a defective /r/ were placed in one 
group. The same procedure was followed with those having a 
defective /a/. The rank-order for each raw score was then determined 
within each respective group. In order to interpret these ranks, 
Kendall's Tau-Correlation between ranks (Downie-Heath, 1959) vaa used. 
Thie stati8tio prorldes inf oration about the degree to vhich two 
tests vary with each other in terma of rank-order, i.e., do they rank 
order individuals in a similar manner? A single-word articulation 
test which correlates highl1 with the listeners' judgments is one 
which rank-orders the subjects teated ia a similar manner. 
For the purpose of this atuiy, using Kendall's Tau-Correlation 
between ranks, a correlation coefficient of .80 was designated aa 
the level an articulation teat and the listeners• juigaents would be 
con.eidered to haYe a substantial relationship. Hine articulation 
teats were used. These were the Templin-Darle1 Teat of Articulation, 
the Goldman-Fristoe Teat of Articulation, the Fisher-Logemann Teat of 
Articulation, the Developmental Teat of Articulation, the McDonald 
Screening Deep Test of Articulation, the McDonald Deep Test of 
Articulation, the Bryngl.eaoa-Glaspey Teet of Articulation, the Pre­
dicti •e Screening Teat of Articulation, and the La.radon Articulation 
Scale. Each child in the defective /r/ and defective /s/ groups was 
assigned two values relating to listener judgments. One value wa.a 
obtained by using the median scale score for the group of trained 
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listeners. The other value was obtained by using the median scale 
score for the group of 1111trained listeners. An intercorrelation 
matrix was prepared for subjects with aisarticulations for /r/, 
illwstrati.ng the coefficients tor any single-word articulation test 
and listener judgments. Thia is ahovn in Table 2. An intercorrela­
tion matrix was aleo prepared tor subjects with misarticulationa for 
/s/ which is shown in Table 3 .  
Examination of the matrix tor /r/ defective children showed 
that only two of the nine single-word articulation teats wsed in 
this atud1 had a substantial relationship with the trained listeners' 
judgments. These two teats were the Developmental Teat ot Articula­
tion and the McDonald Deep Teat of Articulation, both with a .90 
Kendall Tau-Correlation coefficient. Three of the single-word 
articulation tests reached or exceeded the designated correlation 
with the judgments of untrained listeners. These were th• McDonald 
Screening Deep Teat of Articulation, the Bryngleson-Glaapey Test of 
Articulation, and the Predictive Screening Teat of Articulation. The 
correlation.a of these teats to the judgments ot untrained listeners 
were .8o, .90, and .8o, respectively. 
For the /a/ detective children, only one single-word articulation 
test was fo1111d to have a significant correlation coefficient with the 
trained listeners' judgments. Thia was the McDonald Deep Test of 
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Articulation. Two teats were found to have a aubetantial relation-
ship with the judgments of the untrained listeners. The Fisher­
.Logemann 'rest of Articulation was found to have a .Bo correlation 
coefficient, and the McDonald Deep Teat of Articulation wae found 
to have a correlation coefficient of 1.0. It is interesting to note 
that the ranks assigned by the untrained listeners had a significant 
correlation with more aingle-vord articulation tests than did those 
by the trained listeners. However, since the trained listeners' 
judgments showed a significant agreement with only one single-
word articulation teat and the untrained listeners• judgment• showed 
significant agreement with onl1 two single-word articulation tests, 
this difference is one that could be expected to occur by chance. 
Overall, there aeeu to be a low agreement among the ranks 
obtained from the single-word articulation tests and the listeners' 
judgments. It is concluded that the results of articulation tests 
are not comparable to the manner in which listeners evaluate the 
defectiveness of a subject's speech. 
3. What is the relationahip between the scores 
obtained from the sentence articulation 
inventory (SAI), the ratings of listeners 
made from tapes ot the subjects• connected 
speech, and the scores obtained from single­
word articulation tests? 
In order to determine the relationship between the scores obtained 
from the SAI, the ratings of liatenera ma.de from tapes of the subjects• 
connected speech, and the scores obtained from the single-word artiou-
lation tests, all raw scores were again pl.aced in rank order within 
ite defective group. 'fo aeaningfull·y interpret these ranks, Kendall •s 
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Coefficient or Concordance. (W), which is appropriate when the relation­
ship among three or more sets of rank• ie to be determined, was used. 
Thia statistical measure tells the overall degree of association 
between the ranks. The size of the coefficient of concordance 
indicates the magnitude of agreement . If there were no aaaociation 
whatever between the rater groups, and a rank-order coefficient of 
concordance vere computed between the ranks, it would be near zero. 
If there was agreement between the ranks, the correlation coefficient 
would be significantly different from zero. Perfect agreement is 
indicated by a W = 1.0 and lack of agreement by a W = .oo. 
For this investigation, the desired Kendall W waa set at .80. 
The Kendall Coefficient of Concordance, w, for the defective /r/ group 
vu found to be .82. This would indicate that the agreement between 
the scores obtained froa the SAI, the ratings of listeners made from 
tapes of the subjects' connected speech and the scores obtained from 
single-word articulation teats ia high. 
This was not found to be the caae for the defective /s/ group. 
The Kendall Coefficient of Concordance was found to be .63. From 
this, it can be said that there was not a high agreement between 
the scores obtained from the SAI, the scores obtained from the 
single-word articulation teats, and the ratings made from the con­
nected speech of the five subjects in the defective /s/ group. One 
reason for this lack of agree .. nt ( .63) in the de!ectiTe /a/ group 
as opposed to substantial agreement (.82) in the detective /r/ group 
might lie in the construction of the SAI for the /s/ phoneme. 
Another reuon may be response nriability of the listeners. Some 
feature present in the connected speech for the defectiTe /a/ group 
made the evaluation too difficult. Isolation of this feature could 
prove to be a factor important in the diagnosis or correction of a 
defective /a/. 
As waa stated earlier, if the Kendall W was leas than .So for 
either the defectiTe /r/ or /a/ group, the relationship of any two 
teats would be determined. !his relationahip would be determined by 
using the Kenda11 Tau-Correlation between ranks. Since the Kendall 
W for the detective /s/ group did not aeet the designated magnitude 
of .So, the relationship of all teat pairs was determined. !he 
desired correlation coefficient waa set at .8o. A total of sixty-six, 
n(n-1) 2 ' Kenclall taus were found. A matrix sumu.rizing the inter-
correlation of ranks for the defective /s/ group is shown in Table 4. 
Scores from the SA! were not found to have a substantial agree-
ment with any of the single-word articulation tests or the two groups 
of judges. The Templin-Darley Test of Articulation was found to 
have a .90  coefficient of agree .. nt with five single-word articula-
tion teats. These were the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation, the 
Developmental Teat of Articulation, the McDonald Screening Deep Teat 
of Articulation, the Bryngleaon-Glaapey Teat of Articulation, and the 
Predictive Screening Test of Articulation. A high agreeaent, .90, 
was also found between the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation, the 
Developmental Teat of Articulation, the McDonald Screening Deep Teet 
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of Articulation, the Bryngleaon-Glaspey Test of Articulation, and 
the Predictive Screening Teat of Articulation. Scores from the 
Fisher-Logemann Test of Articulation Competence did not have a 
significant agreement with an1 of the single-word articulation 
tests, but they did with those from the group of untrained judges. 
The Fisher-LogelDa.Jln Test of Articulation Competence and the group of 
naive judges had a .8o correlation coefficient. !he Developmental 
Test of Articulation was found to have a .80 correlation coefficient 
with the Predictive Screening Test of Articulation in addition to its 
.90 correlation with the Templin-Darley Teat of Articulation and the 
Goldman-Fristoe Teat of Articulation which waa mentioned previously. 
The McDonald Screening Deep Teat of Articulation waa found to have a 
.90 correlation coefficient with the Bryngleson-Glaapey Test of 
Articulation and the Predictive Screening Test of Articulation. It 
also had an agreement ot .90 with the Templin-Darley Test of 
Articulation and the Goldman-Fristoe Teat ot Articulation. 'l'he 
McDonald Deep Teat of Articulation did not have a substantial agree­
ment with any of the single-word articulation teats, but it did have 
with the two groups of judges. It had a .Bo agree•nt with the group 
of trained j•dgea and a perfect agreement, l.O, with the group of 
untrained judges. A .90 correlation coefficient vaa found between the 
rankll on the Bryngleson-Glaapey Teat of Articulation and the Predictive 
Screening Test of Articulation a.a well as the Templin-Darley, the 
Goldllan-Fristoe, and the McDonald Screening Deep Test of Articulation 
which was mentioned above. The Predictive Screening Test of Articu­
lation was not found to have a significant amount of agreement with any 
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teata other than those mentioned previously. These were the 
Templin-Darley, the Goldman-Fristoe, the McDonald Screening Deep 
Teet, and the Bryngleaon-Glaapey Test of Articulation, all four 
haring a correlation coefficient of .90, and the Developmental Test 
of Articulation having a .8o correlation coefficient . The Laradon 
Articulation Scale, like the SAI, had no significut correlation 
between ranks with an7 of the aiDgle-worcl articulation tests for 
either of the two groups of judges. '!'he correlation between the 
ranks given by the trained and untrained judges was .Bo. 
To aumsarize, sixty-six Kendall tau were computed showing the 
relationehip of any teat pairs for the defective /s/ group. Seventeen 
teat pairs were found to have a correlation between ranks of .Bo or 
higher. It ia interesting to note that the trained judges had a 
significant correlation with only one of the aingle-word articulation 
teats, the McDonald Deep Teat of Articulation, vhile the untrained 
judges had a significant correlation with two of the single-word 
articulation teats, the Fieher-Logella.Dll Teat of Articulation Com-
petence and the McDonald Deep !eat of Articlllation. Six single-word 
articulation tests were included in the test paira having significant 
agreement. These were the Templin-Darley Teat of Articulation, the Goldman­
Friatoe Test of Articulation, the Developmental Teat of Articulation, 
the McDonald Screening Deep Teat of Articulation, the Bryngleson-
Glaapey Teat of Articulation, and the Predictive Screening Test of 
Articulation. Therefore, if the epeeoh clinician lllUBt choose a 
single-word articulation teat to ieteraine the defectiveness of a 
child's aisarticulations, one of these six tests would be the 
most valid tool. 
4. What is the relationship between the 
scores obtained from the sentence articu­
lation inventory and the ratings of listeners 
aade froa tapes of the subjects• connectei 
speech? 
The Kendall Tau-Correlation between ranks (Downie-Heath, 1959) 
vaa used to determine the relationship between the scores obtained 
from the SAI and the ratings of the listeners 11ade from tapes of the 
subjects• connected speech. This vaa done for both the defective 
/r/ and the defective /a/ groups. All raw scores were placed in 
rank order vithin its defective group. The Kendall tau tells the 
relationship between these ranka. 
A correlation coefficient of .Bo was specified as the level at 
which the SAI and the ratings of the listeners made from the tapes 
of the subjects• connected speech would be regarded as having sig-
nificant agreement . 
Both the trained group and the untrained group of listeners 
were found to have a correlation coefficient of .So with the SAI. 
Thia can be interpreted to Maa that the SAI and the trained judges 
and the SAI and the untrained judges rank the subjects in the defec­
tive /r/ group in a similar manner. Consider theae tvo statements: 
a) How listeners evaluate a person• a  connected speech 
ia considered to be the ultimate measure of his 
communicative ability. 
b) The SAI ha.a a high correlation with the judgaenta 
of trained and untrain•• listeners. 
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'rherefore, the SAI for the /r/ phoneme would indicate a person's  
articulation ability in connected speech. The SAI for the /r/ 
phoneme would also represent the manner in vhich listeners would 
evaluate his speech. 
For the defective /s/ group, the SAI and the evaluatioD8 of 
trained listener• were found to have a correlation coefficient of 
.50. The same was true with the SAI and the group of untrained 
listeners. A correlation coefficient of .50 was again determined. 
This was not a high enough correlation to be coneidered significant. 
Neither of theee pairs, the SAI for the /e/ phoneme and the trained 
judges and the SAI for /s/ and the untrained judges, ranked the sub­
jects in a similar 11aDDer. 
Even though this task was able to be done with the defective 
/r/ group. it was not able to be done with the detective /s/ group. 
This may be due to a possible difference in the degrees of severity 
represented within each defective group. For example, if there was 
a greater degree of severity present in OD! defective group, the task 
of scaling articulation defectiveness would probably have' been easier 
than if the range of severity were small . If the samples in the 
defective group were within a emall range, the miaarticulations would 
be more similar and, coneequently, more difficult to scale. If thia 
were true or the defective /•/ group, the speech samples would have been 
more difficult to scale. In this atudy, one child in the defective /s/ 
group had errors in the class of substitutions while the other four 
had errors in the class of distortions. The difference might also 
have been in the listeners. Alcorn (19?1) found in his study that 
there were degrees of acceptability of articulation errors within 
a class of errors. According to this present study, it seems that 
there might be a difference in the acceptability of these errors 
between varioua listeners. A third possibility which might account 
for this low correlation is the construction of the SAl for the /s/ 
phoneme. A Kendall tau for the two groups of listeners showing the 
correlation between ranks was found to be .So. This would mean that 
both the trained and the untrained listeners agreed significantly 
�� the manner in which they ranked the subjects. Yet theae groups 
did not agree with the SAI. Since the two groups were able to agree 
in their ranks of the subjects, but were unable to agree with the 
SAI, the reaaon might lie in the construction of the SAI. 
5. What is the relationahip between ecorea 
obtained fro• the sentence articulation 
inventory and the scores obtained from 
the single-vorcl articulation teats? 
In determining the relationship between scores obtained from the 
SAI and the scores obtained troll the aingle-worcl articulation teats, 
the subjects were divided into two groups based on their defective 
phoneme . Their raw eoores were then placed in r8.Jlk order within each 
group. To interpret these ranks, Kendall ' s  Tau-Correlation between 
ranks (Downie-Heath, 1959) was used. 'fhis tells the degree to which 
two teats differ in terms of rank-order. 
In this investigation, a correlation coefficient of .8o was 
specified as the level the SAl and a single-word articulation 
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test would be considered to haYe a significant relationahip. An 
intercorrelation matrix containing the correlation coefficients for 
the SAI and the single-word articulation tests for subjects with mis­
articulationa for /r/ and tor /a/ ia shown in Table 5. 
A study of the matrix for the defective /r/ group showed that 
the SAI had a substantial relationship with all of the single-word 
articulation tests ueed in this study, with the exception of the 
Bryngleaon-Glaspey Test of Articulation. '!'he SA! and the Predictive 
Screening Teat of Articulation had perfect agreement , shown by a 
Kendall tau of l.O. 
Investigation of the 11atrix for the defective /s/ group revealed 
no significant coefficients between the ranks for the SA! and the 
single-word articulatio• teata. None of the single-word articulation 
teats ranked the subjects in the /a/ group in the same 118.JlDer as the 
SAI. The highest correlation was found to be with the McDonald Deep 
Teat of Articulation, having a .50 coefficient , and the La.radon 
Articulation Scale, with a .6o coefficient. The reason for this 
lack of agreement would seea 110st likely to be due to the difference 
in the conatruction of the teats. The single-word articulation teats 
contained and teated all sounds whereas the SAI tested only one 
phoneme but in llaDY contexts. 
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CHAP.l'ER V 
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of thid atudy was to determine the relationship 
between sco�ea obtained trom a sentence articulation inventory (SAI) 
to scores obtained from variows single-word articulation tests and 
listener judgments of the subjects connected speech. The SAI, which 
was developed for the /r/ and /a/ phonemes, controlled for sentence 
length, frequency of occurrence of words, and phonetic context. 
Ten subjects, five having miaartioulations for /r/ and five 
having misarticulations for /s/, were used in this study. All were 
between the. ages of seven and eleven, had paseed a hearing screening 
test administered at 20 dB for the frequencies of 2.50, 500, 1000, 
2000, and 4000 Hz, and had "average" intelligence. The subjects were 
considered to have an "average" intelligence if they vere not pre­
sently or had not, in the pa.at, been enrolled in EKH or learning 
disability claasea. 
All subjects were administere4 the SAI for his defective sound 
and nine single-word articulation teats. These tests included the 
following: the Templin-Darley Teat of Articulation, the Goldllan­
Friatoe Teat of Articulation, the Fisher-Logemann Test of Articulation 
Coapetence, the Developmental Teat of Articulation, the McDonald 
Screening Deep Test of Articulation, the McDonald Deep !est of Articu­
lation, the ar,ngleaon-Gl.aspe1 Teat of Articulation, the PredictiTe 
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Screening Teat of Articulation, and the Laradon Articulation Scale. 
A sample of each subject ' s  connected speech was also obtained by 
recording hie apeech while reading the screening portion of the SAI . 
The presentation of all teats and the obtaining of the speech sample 
was randOllized tor each child to allow for any improvement which might 
occur in the child' s  articulatory beharlor due to the testing. All 
testing and the recording of the ohild' a  connected speech were com­
pleted within the same day for each subject. 
Two groups of listeners were U8ed a.e judges to eTaluate the 
connected speech of the ten subjects. One group was composed of 
trained listeners who were graduate students in speech pathology, 
trained and experienced in diagnosing defectiTe speech. !he second 
group wae classified a.e untrained listeners. This group consisted 
of college students who had had no experience in eyaluating the 
defectiTenees of speech. These two groups eTaluated the defective­
ness of the subjects• connected speech on a scale of equal intervals. 
The scale contained seven interTBls, one representing the lowest 
degree of articulation defectiveness and seven representing the 
highest degree . The interval tour was the lliddle between one and 
seven in degree with the other numbers following at equal distances 
along the scal.e . Inatructiona were given to the judges explaining 
the e"t'aluating procedure. F.aoh judge recorded their evaluations on 
an individual score sheet. 
Raw scores obtained from the SAI, the single-word articulation 
tests, and the listener judgments were placed into two groups on the 
basis of the defective phoneme. These raw scores were then placed in 
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rank order within their respecti'Ye group. In order to interpret 
·these ranks in answer to the questions posed at the outset of this 
in•estigation, atatiatica1 .. aaurea were wsed. 
At the outset ot thia investigation, the research hypothesis 
was stated aa thua: Scores obtained from a sentence articulation 
inventory are more representative of a person's conversational speech 
and correlate more highly with listener judgments of connected speech 
than scores obtained from aingle-vord articulation teata. 
Correlation coefficients repreeenting the degree with which the 
SAI and the single-word articulation tests were able to predict the 
11aDDer in which the listener• would eva1uate the subjects• connected 
speech were computed by using Kendall' s  Tau-Correlation between ranks. 
Results for the defective /r/ group support the research hypothesis. 
Scores obtained froa the SAI were more representative of the subjects• 
conversational speech and correlated more highly with listener judg­
ments of connected speech than scores obtained from single-word 
articulation tests. Ranks from the SAI and both groups of judges had 
a correlation coefficient of .So, which was considered to be a sub­
stantial agreement . Two single-word articulation teats, the Develop­
mental Articulation Test and the McDonald Deep Test ot Articulation, 
bad a correlation coefficient of .90 with the group of trained 
1iateners. The McDonald Screening Deep Teet of Articulation, the 
Beyngleson-Gla.apey Teat of Articulation, and the Predictive Screening 
Teat of Articulation had correlation coefficients ot .Bo, .90, and .Bo, 
respectively, with the group of untrained listeners. Four single-word 
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articulation tests did not have significant coefficients with 
either the trained or untrained listeners. 
Although three of the single-word articulation teats, the 
Developmental Articulation Teat, the McDonald Deep Teat of Articu­
lation, and the Bryngleaon-Gl.aspey Teat of Articulation, had a 
higher correlation with listener judgments than the SAI, the 
correlation wae significant with only one of the two groups of 
listeners. The SAI had a significant agreement of ranks with both 
the trained and untrained listeners. According to this, the SA! 
for the /r/ phoneme is representative of a person' s  conversational 
speech and predicts the 118DDer in which listeners will eTill.uate 
hie articulatory defectiveneaa. 
Correlation coefficients obtained for the defective /a/ group 
show somewhat different results. Coefficients showing the relationship 
between raDka for the SAI and the trained listeners did not reach 
the 11agnitude designated aa that coneidered to be significant, .8o. 
Instead, a .50 correlation coefficient waa obtained for both com­
parisons. Even though this wa.e not �oneidered to be a substantial 
relationeh�p, it was higher than most of the other correlations 
between single-word articulation teats and listener judgments. Those 
coefficients which were below this ranged from .oo to .40. Only 
two of the single-word articulation teats had a higher correlation 
coefficient. 'l'hese were the Fisher-Logell&DD Test of Articulation 
Competence and the McDonald Deep Teet of Articulation. The first 
bad a .8o correlation with the untrained listeners. 'l'he McDonald 
Deep Teat of Articulation had a .Bo correlation with the trained 
listeners and a 1.0 correlation with the untrained listeners. 
Again, even though the SAI for the /s/ phoneme did not obtain 
eubatantial agreement with the trained or untrained listenere, 
scores from this did correlate aore highly with listener judgments 
of connected speech than scores obtained froa aost of the aingle­
word articulation testa. 
The Kendall Tau-Correlation between ranks was also uaed to show 
the relatioDIShip between the SAI and the Tarioua single-word 
articulation teats. 'l'he SAI for the /r/ phoneme was found to have a 
.?O correlation with the Bryngl.eaon-Gla.spey Test of Articulation, 
a .Bo correlation with the Templin-Darley Teat of Articulation, 
the DeTelopaental Articulation Teat, the McDonald Screening Deep 
Teet of Articulation, and the McDonald Deep Test of Articulation, 
a .90 correlation with the Goldllan-Frietoe Teat of Articulation, the 
Fiaher-LogeltaDD Test of Articulation Competence, and the Laradon 
Articulation Scale, and a 1.0 correlation with the Predictive 
Screening Test of Articulation. All coefficients were interpreted 
as shoving substantial agreement with the exception of the .?O 
coefficient for the Bryngleeon-Gla.spey Test of Articulation. The 
SA! for the /a/ phoneme, on the other hand, did not show a signifi­
cant relation.ehip with any of the single-word articulation teeta. 
The tests and their correlation coefficients vere as follows: 
Templin-Darley Teet of Articulation, .30; Goldman-Fristoe Test of 
Articulation, .30; Fiaher-LogellaD!l Teat of Articulation Competence, 
.30 ; DeYelopmental Articulation Teat, .30; McDonald Screening Deep 
Teat of Articulation, .20; McDonald Deep Test of Articulation, • .50; 
Bryngleaon-Glaapey Teet of Articulation, .10; PredictiTe Screening 
Teat of Articulation, .30; and the Laradon Articulation Scale, .60. 
Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance, showing the relationship 
among the ranka from the SAI, the eingle-word articulation teats, and 
the listener judgments for all subjects within their defective 
groups, showed the relationship for the detecti•• /r/ group to be 
eubatantial. HoveTer, the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance, W, 
waa not found to be aignificant for the defective /s/ group. 
It ia felt that the SA! for the /r/ phoneae ia the better of 
the two in tel'118 of its value as a predictor of the 1UUU1er in which 
listeners will enl.uate the speaker's  articulatory beharlor. The 
SAI for the /r/ phone• also obtaina aiailar results with aost of 
the aingle-wor4 articulation teate used in this atud.1. 
From this study, it was also determined that observers can 
reliably rate the seTerity of aiaarticulations in the connected 
speech of subjects. The group of trained judges was able to rate 
the defectiveness of the subjects' connected SJ>4t8Ch with a .96 level 
of reliability. The group of untrained listeners was able to do this 
with a .98 leTel of reliability. By using two groups ot listeners, 
oia trained, the other naiYe, it waa shown that the trained listeners 
were better able to perf ora the task than were the untrained listeners. 
A amaller number ot tra.inecl listeners, ten, was able to obtain a 
significant leTel o! reliability than that required for the untrained 
listeners, torty-three. 
In conclusion of this study, the following atatements can be made: 
1. Scores obtained from a SAI, particularly the 
one developed for the /r/ phone .. , are more 
representative of a person' e conversational 
speech and correlate more highly with lis­
tener judgments of connected speech than ecores 
obtained from many single-word articulation 
tests. 
2. Scores obtained from the BAI for the /r/ phoneme 
correlate significantly with scores obtained 
fr011 the f olloving single-word a rticulation 
tests: Templin-Darley Teat of Articulati on, 
GoldmaA-Friatoe Teat of Articul ation, Fiaher­
Logeaann Teat of Articulation Competence, 
Developmental Articulation Teat, McDonald 
Screening Deep 'l'eet of Artic ulation, McDonald 
Deep Teet of Articulation, Predictive Screening 
Teet of Articulation, and Laradon Articulation 
Scale. 
3. Scores obtained troa the SAI for the /s/ phoneme 
do not have a substantial relationahip with 
acorea obtained from the single-word articula­
tion teats u .. d iD thia study. 
4. The relationship between the scores obtained from 
the SAI for the /r/ phonem, the ratings of 
liatenera aade fro• tapes of the subjects• connected 
speech, and the scores obtained from sin gle-word 
articulation teata we.a found to be significant. 
5. 'l'he relationship between the scores obtained from 
the SAI for the /a/ phone .. , the ratings of 
listeners made from tapes of the eubjecta• con­
nected speech, and the scores obtained from aingle­
word articulation tests wa.e not found to be 
significant. 
6.  Listeners can reliably rate the severity of the 
miearticul ations in the connected speech of 
subjects. 
Implic ations for further study: 
l .  Replication of this study using the /s/ phoneme. 
2 .  Replication of this study using a larger sample 
size. 
3. Modific ation of this etudy by using different error 
phonemes and aeatence articulation inveatoriea 
developed for those phonemes. 
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APPEHDIX 
• 
1 2 
least 
OBSERVERS ' SCORE SHEET 
Scale of Articulation Defectiveness 
I 
3 5 
1. 
2. 
4. 
6. 
8. 
10. 
A 
7 
highest 
INSTRUCTIONS 
You are asked to judge a group ot sentences which are read by 
children. You are to judge each group of sentences read by each 
child in relation to a seTen-point scale of articulation defectiveness. 
Articulation defectiveness is defined as the degree to vhich the 
misarticulations interfere with the communication process. Make your 
judgments solely on articulation defectiTeness, not on the basis of 
reading difficulty. 
The scale is one of equal intervals from one to seven, with one 
representing the lowest degree of articulation defectiveness and 
seven representing the highest degree .  The interval four is the 
middle between one and seven in degree with the other numbers 
following at equal distances along the scale. Do not attempt to 
place segments between any of theee aeven points, but only at 
these points. 
After hearing the group ot sentences read by each child, you 
will record immediately the number of the scale position you think 
the sample should have. You will record your scale number to the 
right of each group number on your answer sheet. Notice that you 
will start at the top of the column and work down toward the bottoa. 
Before you record any judgments, listen to the entire set of 
grouped sentences to acquaint yourself with the experimental task and 
to acquaint yourself with the range of samples with respect to the 
degree of articulation defectiTenese, which you are asked to judge. 
B 
After ,ou haTe acquainted yourself vith the task and the range, 
make a judgment on •••ry aaaple. If you are somewhat doubtful, make 
a guess as to the moat suitable scale position. 
Are there any questions? Ready • • •  
c 
SEN'l'ENCE .ARTICULATION INVEN!ORY 
FOR THE PHONEME /r/ 
1 .  We played tug-of-var and ran foot races. 
F [:>rJ /A I[r�/A I(re] /A 
2. I was born in March. 
F [rn.J/A F(rt)]/A 
3. Is that red rose real? 
I (re] ;r-1 [ro]/A"'I(ri] /A 
4. Start at the larrr rock. F [rt] I A F rd3]7A I [ra] I A 
5. Run around the tree and come back to this mark. 
IT.rAJ/A I l)-�uJ/A I [tr] /A F[rkj7A 
6. Brrrs� some wood so we can make a fire. 
/A F�irJ?i 
?. Ride north until ,.ou reach Green Street. 
I �a:rJ /A F (r6]/A I ('irJ /A I [atrJ /A 
8. £!m. only three glasses at a time. 
F�r) /A I[thj/A 
9. You must have looked in the wro� room. 
I [r=>] A I(ru) /A 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
1'+. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Henry brought some fresh fruit from the farm. F [J-1] /UA I [frJ/A F[rm) /A 
We keep our horse in the country. 
F [aur]/A F(rs)/A I (trJ/UA 
I must presj your dress. 
I(pr] A F(vr] /A I [dr) /A 
Several hundred people were at the �· 
I (raJ/uA I[dr)/UA F[ar] /A 
We live near the railroad. 
F(r r]/A I[roJ/UA 
Will you prepare dinner for me? 
I(prf/uA I[or] /A 
Thie chair is really hard. 
F [er] /A F[rd] /A 
We can't  cross the river in the eprinG· 
I[krJ/A I [rrJ/A I (sp� /A 
D 
I/A 
M.F . �  Con. 
ri 
..., r r  
! re ri-rat 
ra 
i r;J 
d!f ro ru 
1! � rr. • 0 
I 
g ra.r 
! rau 
I/A. 
M.F. Con. 
pr 
br 
p. tr 0 dr +> ti) kr 
gr 
I 
� p. spr 8 �  z: tll str 
! fr � re � 
SUJUWlY or MISARflClJLATIOJ( PA'l"l'ERNS 
FOR TU PHONEME /r/ 
VOWEL C(l(BINA!IOKS 
l/UA 
M.F. Con. 
� 
� r r  
� t8 ro 
f 
� • u 
r.� 
t./UA 
F A 
M.F. Con. 
+> 
.rr 
s::i er � ee r 
ar 
'ti .:.> r  
d!f or u r  
g arr 
I avr 
..... 
FIA 
M.F. Con. H.F. Con. 
pr 
g. br +1 dr CQ 
go rt rd +1 rk Ul 
J 
.... rs � 
r8 Ill 0 
rtJ .... l: 
e 
! rd3 
] rm rn 
E • Manner of Formation 
1 .  We played tug-of-war and ran foot races. 
2 .  I was born i n  March. 
3 .  Ia that red roae real? 
4 .  Start at the large rock. 
5. Run around the tree and come back to this mark. 
6. Bring some wood so we can make a tire. 
7 .  Ride north until you reach Green Street. 
8 .  Carry three glaaaea at a time. 
9. You must have looked in the wrong room. 
10. Henry brought some fresh fruit from the !arm. 
11. We keep our horse in the country. 
12. I must prees your dress. 
13. Several hundred people were at the party .  
14. We live near the railroad. 
15. Will you prepare dinner tor us? 
16. This chair is really hard. 
17. We can' t  cross the river in the spring. 
F 
S�E ARTICULATION INVENTORY 
FOR THE PHONEME /s/ 
l. I will be seven years old next 8UllllMr. 
I (st-WA Ft1C8t'J /A I (sl\VA 
2. Oar house is acrose the street from the school. 
J'[a�l/A F�sjJA I[atr)/A I[sk]/A 
3. One side of this box is a sqnGre. · I [ea1J /A F(kaJ /A I skv) /A 
4 .  Let's race my horse minst yours. l[eel /A F[raj A F[nat] /A 
5. I want a special dress for the spr� dance. 
I(8PJ/A !fsJ/A I(spr /A F[ns]/A 
6 .  Perhaps the storm kept 118 from going to slCe�]· F[pa]/A I [st] /A 'f!As] /A I sl /A 
7. It 's suppose to be a �rise party. 
Frfs] /A T aij/UA 
8. � me a ..,.11/piecC of cake if possible. I [ae]/A t(aiJ A F is)/A F(a.s]/A 
9. Ask Mother where the nev aaow suit is. 
""FlakJ/A . IlSnJ/AI [sliJ /A 
10. Miss Price spoke in a soft voice. 
F [.i:a]/A F r.tsl/A """f[i->J/A F(� r s] /A 
11. She will explain the story to the cl.ass. 
I [splj /A F (ae sJ /A 
12. We sat on a bench in the city park. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
I Leaa)/A I (sr] /A 
All the best has been sold. 
F[stJ /A --n'.so] /A 
What else did you vant besides sweet corn? 
Flla)/A I [swj /A 
It ie also necessan toferactice very hard. 
"F"[soJ /frA I ee) A F(As)/UA 
I suggest we serYe various cookies also. 
I Ls.:)J/UA I (s.ij/A F(as]/UA -,:Cso]/UA 
The scene of the forest was nice. 
I [s�} /A F[etJ /UA 
Another word for •a short distance' ie close. 
F(neJ/frA F[oeJ/A 
G 
/s/ 
19. The soil in the south does not Produce well. 
I (a.:> rj/A I (ea�)/A F[uaJ/A 
Number correct 
0 
Possible correct 
I/A 
M.F.• Con. 
si 
S I  
+> se Q � S t:  sm 
80 � 80 A SU 
·c ..., A S I\  • s '3' 0 
t sar .£:2 sau ..., 
p. s·.>1 E 
I/A 
M.F. Con. 
p. ep 0 ak .., 
st• Cll 
ftj spl � -3 spr .... 
g.9 skw ..., str• tll 
i em 
: en 
., 
sl "' .... 
8 SW 
Str.1MARY OF MISARTICULA'l'ION PA'r'l'ERNS 
VOWEL CClfBINATIOHS 
[/lJA F/A 
M.F. Con. M.F. Con. 
1; � 8€. 
J4 C) 80 � 
is 
..., rs A t es es 
888 
f S ,l +> A 8,} ., 0 
as � ? S  di 06 
U8 
I 
t! 
/\8 
t ars aua � ;) 18 ..., 
p. 
z:: 
BLENDS 
I F/A M.F. Con. 
sk 
p. st• 0 
F/UA 
H.F. Con. 
g. st +> tll 
..., ps tll ts 
ks• ] WI 
kst 
nat• 
j DS 
• ftj rs .... la 8 
Fr'1JA 
11.F. Con. 
... A � I S  
f a s  
1; G) 0 
• Manner of Formation 
H 
1 .  I will be seven years old next ISWllMr. 
2. Our house is across the street troa the school . 
3. One side of this box is a square. 
4.  Let's race my horse again.et yoiirs. 
5. I want a special dress tor the spring dance . 
6. Perhapa the storm kept ua from going to sleep. 
?. It's suppose to be a surprise party. 
8. Save me a uall piece ot cake it possible. 
9. Ask Mother where the new snow suit is. 
10. Miss Price spoke in a soft yoice. 
11. She will explain the story to the class. 
12. We sat on a bench in the city park. 
13. All the best has been sold. 
14. What else did you want besides sweet corn? 
15. It is also necessary to practice very hard. 
16. I suggest we serve various cookies alao. 
17. '?he scene of the forest was nice. 
18. Another word for 'a short distance ' is close. 
19. The soil in the south does not produce well. 
I 
SE2fl'EICE ARTICULATION INVENTORY 
FOR THE PHONEME /1/ 
1 .  1'here are twelve children ill ay �ish class. 
FLelvJ/A Flid]/A �gl.J /UA I[)CJ.J/A 
2. Please giTe the � a � of milk. 
Ifpl]/A tfrl] /A- ]/A� /A 
J. The f8.llil.7uwent to an island to live. 
Illr] A I(ie]/UA---YLl.i]/A 
4. I'll efflain the rule to Bill. 
J'[arl A I [aplJ7A"°" F[ul:JfA F[rl] /A 
5. I did not realize you built it 10urself. 
I(lail /ffA F(ltJ/A F(ltJ/A 
6. There W8.8 a beautiful larff lake on our land. 
F[.:>lJ /tJA I :>flA I [le] /A---Y(le.)/A 
7. We will all probablr 
,/U
aleep on the fioor. 
F[:JlJ /A I(bl A I (sl] /A I (fiJ /A 
8.  They muat learn to help theuelTes. 
I (1-�]/A F lpJ /A F[lv�J /A 
9. Get in line for follow-the-leader. 
I(la:rj /A F [al)/A IlliJ/A 
10. Who else did well ill health? 
'!1£iJ/A l'l£1J /A F(lB)/A 
11. The soil is almost black in color. 
FLOil,) /A I[;:,lJ /A I [bl] /A FG\11/A 
12. Will he allow ws to lower the sail? 
I[lauJ/A I(loJ/A F(el]/A 
13. Did you lose the letter from London? 
I[luj7A I [le:J/A I(l l\VA 
14. The whole lot was part of the deal. 
F[oiJ?i I (l�)/A i'Til) /A 
15. He shall have to look for it. 
F[elJ/A IlYvJ/A 
16. Books are tull of knowled%. 
F(ulj/A F[lrJ A c��rct 
Poeeible correct 
J 
l/A 
H.F.•  Con. 
li 
lr. 
't; lt:'. t le 181 
ln 
l 'J 
-a lo l i.: d! lu 
i 1 1, ..., A i ·�· • 0 
i la I. i lav 
iS 
bl 
g. pl ..., kl Cl) 
gl 
spl 
SUMMARY OF MISARTICULATION PA� 
FOR THE PHONEME /1/ 
VOWEL COMBINATIONS 
l/UA F A 
M.F. Con. M.F. con • 
..., A lL ! 
f la 
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� 1 1  el � t l  sel ..., A ., 0 
tlO 
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A 
..u. 
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� · ol � vl ul 
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.ft arl � ::>.d iS 
FIA 
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., 
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rt 16 
: : 
..... ..... lvs ..., ..., as as u () 
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< �  
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+' lv � .... � K "'4 � 
}'/ UA 
H.F. Con. 
� 
� 0 
rt � 1  
� 0 .::> l � 
•, 
f al ..., A • 0 
1 .  There are twelve children in my English class. 
2 .  Please give the girl a glass of milk. 
3. The family went to an island to liTe . 
4 .  I 'll explain the rule to Bill. 
5. I did not realize you built it yourself. 
6. There was a beautiful large lake on our land. 
7. We will all probably sleep on the floor. 
8. They must learn to help thelllSelvea. 
9. Get in line for follow-the-leader. 
10. Who else did well in health? 
11. The soil ia almost black in color. 
12. Will he allow us to lower the eail? 
13. Did you lose the letter from London? 
14. The whole lot waa part of the deal . 
15. He shall have to look for it. 
16. Books are full of knowledge. 
L 
SCRmm«J FORM OF THE SEN'fE!CE 
ARTIClJLATIOB INVEN'l'ORY 
1.  The !!! roses !!!. !!!! the !!!:!_. 
2. The short horse was afraid of the train. 
3. � house � e11pt1 all 1nm1er. 
4. The small stick rested aga.inet the strong �· 
5. The class saw the � aniul.. 
6. The school will probabl1 be built eoon. 
7.  Allow !!!:!!, to oollJ)].ete his letter !!!!• 
Sentences 1-2: /r/ phone• 
Sentences 3-4z /a/ phone• 
Sentence• 5-7: /l/ phone• 
FREQUENCY OF OOCtJRREBCE O'I PBmmrIC C<*'l'El'l'S FOR /r/, /e/, /1/ 
IN SCmmmtG lOiM OF THE SAI 
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Subjects 
Sentence Articulation 
Inventory 
Templin-Darley Teat of 
Articulation 
Goldman-Fristoe Teat of 
Articulation 
Fiaher-Logeu.nn Test of 
Articulation 
Developmental !est of 
Articulation 
McD9Dald Screening Deep 
Teat of Articulation 
McDonald Deep Teat of 
Artioulation 
Beyngleaon-Glaapey Teat 
of Articulation 
Pred.ictive Screening Teat 
of Articulation 
Lare.don Articulation Scale 
Trained Listener Judgment• 
UntraiJled Listener Judgments 
Su of Ranks 
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Fiaher-LogellaJUl hat ot 
Artioulatioa Competence 
DeTeloP119ntal Teat of 
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MoDonal.i Screening Deep 
Teat of Articulation 
McDonalcl Deep Teat of 
Artioulation 
Br,ngleson.Qlupey Teat of 
Artioulation 
PrecliotiTe Screening Teat 
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Laraion Articulation Scale 
Trained Listener Judgments 
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